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In my essay I will discuss these and the effects they have on the story. Author smartly shows us how an idle
wife becomes a smart criminal to take the revenge of her betrayal and successes to trick officers Mary
develops into a very complex character as the events of the short story unfold. She is able to convince the
police to take pity on her, to mix her a drink and then to even eat the evidence, the leg of lamb that she has left
in the oven. She then made him a drink and asked him he was tired. They share some similarities but have
many differences. For there reasons, there is no way Mrs. Mary was building a picture of a a wife who was
grieving. For Mary Maloney, her husband's return is "always the most blissful time of day" Dahl  These
actions show the complex character that Mary Maloney truly is. Quite simply, that describes the story in The
Adventure of the Speckled Band. She tried a smile. These actions show that she was very clever and devious
and was already thinking very clear in regard to the events that would follow. I felt like an empty shell as I sat
there on the freezing-cold ground while my highâ€¦. In addition, she takes out the food to cook not to use it as
a weapon. As the story progresses, theme of love, passion, betrayal and injustice grow stronger. For example,
she excitedly waits for her husband. Mary, unable to handle the rejection, lashes out and kills her husband.
Both the smile and the voice were coming out better now. These actions show the complex character that
Mary Maloney truly is. Her mind races to at this point to calculate how to cover up the crime but not for her
own benefit but to protect her unborn child. How to cite this page Choose cite format:. In addition, she
immediately acts as tough nothing happened. As the story unfolds, we see Many as a very cold hearted person
as she kills her husband in the blink of an eye. She manages â€¦show more contentâ€¦ Mary is very
manipulative in that she is able to create the character of the poor, pregnant wife, whose husband has just been
murdered. Roald Dahl wrote the story 'LTS' In the short story "Lamb to the Slaughter" written by Roald Dahl,
we are introduced to Mary Maloney, a pregnant housewife who recently found out that her husband is going to
leave her. Her quick thinking and manipulative character results in the police officers eathign the evidence and
therefore she cannot be charged of this crime. After her husband has told her he plans to leave her and refuses
to let her cook supper for him, Mary strikes out and hits him with a leg of lamb that she had planned to cook
for supper. In the end she has to create an alibi to cover up her devious crime in which she has to manipulate
the police into eating the evidence. In the signalman Dickens aims to create a sense of suspense right at the
beginning, which creates an eerie feeling towards the reader Maloney acts as if nothing happened when she
kills him. I wrapped bed sheet around my fragile frame covering my body, which is drenched with cold drops
of sweat. Another reason Mrs. Mary was now thinking very clearly in that she knew she needed to cover her
tracks. It was easy. This is a twisted, gripping tale of Mary Maloney, who murders her own husband by hitting
him with a frozen leg of lamb and then hiding her crime and disposing of the evidence by feeding the lamb to
the policemen who come to investigate the murder


